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Cernera to address papal 
document in open forum
By Tara S. Deenihan
Associate Editor
On Thursday at 2 p.m. in the 
Schine Auditorium, Dr. Anthony 
Cernera, president of Sacred Heart 
University will be holding a fo­






The Catholic Church and the 
American Catholic University




bers of the Sa­
cred Heart
community of the issue surround­
ing the document, and to distin­
guish the facts from the rumors.
“Ex corde Ecclesiae,” put 
forth by the pope in 1990, stated a 
goal to create a stronger relation­
ship between the Catholic Church 
and Catholic universities world­
wide. The National Conference 
of Catholic Bishops was then
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charged with finding a way to ap­
ply this goal in the United States.
In 1996 the Conference voted 
on a set of guidelines and sent them 
to Rome. They were returned. 
According to Cernera, the Vatican 
felt that the guideline were “miss­
ing a juridical component.”
The Conference is still work­
ing to reach a set 
of guidelines that 





now has the re­
sponsibility of tak­
ing what is already approved and 
adding some juridical guidelines,” 
said Cernera.
It is another document, put 
forth by a subcommittee of the 
National Conference, that has
See Church, page 3
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Public Safety Supervisor Jack Fernandez looks through EMT equipment used by his officers.
Medical needs rise since 1997
Public Safety: Ring 
of fake I.D.s being 
manufactured from 





Sickness, the flu and intoxi­
cation are some of the main causes 
for the rise in medical assistance 
for Sacred Heart University stu­
dents this year, according to SHU 
officials.
From August to November 
1997 and August to November 
1998, there was a rise in medical 
assistance for students to 74 inci­
dents, up 27.
There are currently 10 public 
safety officers who are EMT 
trained, roughly half of the staff, 
with one Parkridge officer being a 
paramedic as well. The entire
staff is trained in first aid and CPR 
and go through the same basic 
training as fire or police officer.
According to William 
P ’ Connell, director . of Public 
Safety, much of the medical assis­
tance provided this year have been 
for treating intoxicated students 
and injuries, some alcohol related.
“We’ve had a number of in­
toxicated students who have be­
come ill and caused concern. In 
those situations, we call 911 and 
have them go to the hospital,” said 
O’Connell.
O’Connell said public safety 
does not further investigate cases 
of intoxication unless there is go­
ing to be judicial hearing for the 
student. O’Connell said this is
due to lack of staff and primary 
concern for treating the students.
According to Cathy Raynis, 
director of Residential Life and 
Housing Services, intoxicated stu­
dents often get transported to the 
hospital before public safety and 
residential life can make a deter­
mination that the student is intoxi­
cated. She added that after the 
student makes it to the hospital, it 
is difficult to obtain records from 
the hospital that the student was 
intoxicated.
“As my staff finds out about 
it, there is a 100 percent follow 
up... (but) the hospital won’t re-
See Medical, Page 3
Clinton broadcasts speech to Sacred Heart
By Matt Duda, Mike Kuchar 
and Brian Corasaniti
President Bill Clinton said that 
his new social security plan will 
put priority in the future and give 
money back to the middle class 
last Wednesday in his speech at the 
East Room of the White House, 
while it was simultaneously broad­
casted to the Mahogany Room of 
Sacred Heart University along with 
42 other colleges ^nd universities.
Several political science 
classes attended the event, which 
lasted for an hour after an initial 
30-minute delay. Others attended 
out of curiosity. “I just wanted to 
see what the president was going 
to say,” said senior Michael Dolan, 
a business major from Montville, 
N.J. “I think it was an honor that 
Sacred Heart was one of the schools 
he talked to.”
“I was very impressed with 
it,” said Dr. Gary Rose, professor 
of Political Science. “It was such 
a relief to watch the president talk 
about a substantive policy issue... 
I really thought he addressed the
problem very clearly.”
Projected numbers from the 
Social Security Administration 
suggest that the program will be 
financially strapped in the year 
2032. The SSA 
said that there 
are 3.4 workers 
per retiree to­
day, but that 
ratio will 
shrink to two 
workers per re­




growth of our 
economy in 
current years 
and that the fi­
nancial situa­
tion of the na­
tion has been at 
its best in a few decades.
“There are 18 million new 
jobs, highest home ownership, and 
we are at our lowest unemploy­
ment rate since 1957,” he said.
The new plan will use the 
budget surplus that Clinton spoke
about to target money into social 
security and Medicare, and will 
continue through the year 2032. 
According to Clinton, the three 
part plan will increase natural sav­







The first 62% 




rity for the 




rity will be 75 
years, so, ac­
cording to Clinton, college stu­
dents today will be covered into 
their early ‘90’s.
“You would only be spending two 
cents on a dollar in the next 15 
years for tax service,” Clinton said. 
“This will indeed pay off in the
Bill Clinton
future- which is our number one 
priority,” he said.
The second priority is to give 15 
percent of the surplus to Medicare 
until the year 2020. The Clinton 
administration believes said this 
is so the elderly can afford pre­
scription drugs, and so the young 
can provide for their elders. 
“Young people should want to 
serve Medicare for families,” 
Clinton said. “Worrying about 
medical bills when these kids par­
ents get sick should not occur.” 
The third and final proposition for 
social security is a tax cut of 3 
billion dollars for savings accounts 
to middle class families for retire­
ment.
“Should our first priority be a tax 
cut now, or provide stability in the 
long run,” the president said.
Nearly 3 million young people 
under the age of 18 received So­
cial Security benefits in 1998. The 
average monthly benefit for these 
students was $470. According to 
a member of the Social Security
See Clinton, Page 2
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News Briefs
Housing Informational Meeting coming up
There will be two housing informational 
meetings at 8 p.m. on Thursday in the Mahogany 
Room and on Sunday at 10 p.m. in the old gym.
The process will be different this year. Every 
person who submits a housing applieation gets a 
lottery number. Seniors get numbers 1-500, juniors 
get 600-1,100 and sophomores get 1,200 and up.
The group with the lowest lottery numbers get to 
choose housing first and it goes up from there.
The deposit for this year is $300 and is due on 
Mareh 22, before the process begins. The deposit is 
also non-refundable.
Diversity Luncheon coming in March
A Diversity Brown Bag Luncheon will take 
place at noon on March 23 in the Mahogany Room. 
The Luncheon will discuss how to handle the confu­
sion surrounding various diversity issues including 
gender, sexual orientation, physical handicaps, 
ethnicity and others in the classroom.
The event is being sponsored by Women’s 
Studies. Tables will be reserved in the back by the 
windows. To RSVP, call Nina Clark at extension 
7528 or via e-mail.
Women’s Leadership Conference in March
Women’s Studies and the Office of Residential 
Life And Housing Services will be holding the Third 
Annual Women’s Leadership Conference starting at 
9:30 a.m. on March 26.
The event will feature keynote speakers Rosa 
Goirea, director of Governor Rowlands’s Southwest 
Office and Karen Bunaska, first selectwoman of 
Monroe.
The conference is free to all SHU students, 
with $4.50 for food and $15 for faculty, staff and 
any others. For more information, call Cathy Raynis 
at extension 7511 or Nina Clark at extension 7528.
GRE review continuing until April
The GRE will be held every Tuesday from 
7:30 to 10:45 p.m. in HC 204 until April 6. Materi­
als had to be picked up in the Learning Center Office 
by Feb. 15.
- Compiled by Brian Corasaniti
Lecture on the way
Memorial speech about Leir
Special to the Spectrum
Edmond Israel, a former 
chairman of the Luxembourg 
Stock Exchange and a major con­
tributor to the formation of that 
nation’s international banking and 
financial center, will give the first 
Henry Leir Memorial Lecture at 
Sacred Heart University at 2 p.m. 
on Monday in the Mahogany 
Room. His talk is entitled, “New 
Thinking for a New World.”
Israel, now the vice chairman 
of the Asia-Europe Foundation, is 
the founder and honorary chair­
man of CEDEL International, n 
international clearing institution 
in Luxembourg. He was awarded 
an honorary degree at SHU’s 1996 
Commencement in Luxembourg 
and now serves as chairman of the 
Board of Regents for the Luxem­
bourg campus.
The Henry Leir Memorial 
Lecture is dedicated to Henry Leir, 
who became both a successful in­
ternational businessman and noted 
humanitarian after leaving Ger­
many in 1933 and emigrating to 
America in 1939.
He became a friend of Sacred 
Heart through his interest in the 
Luxembourg campus and the Cen­
ter for Christian-Jewish Under­
standing.
Leir was awarded an honor­
ary doctorate at SHU’s Com­
mencement in 1998. He died in 
July at the age of 98.
The event, which is sponsored 
by the College of Arts and Sci­
ences, is free and open to the pub­
lic, but reservations are requested. 
Refreshments will be served fol­
lowing the lecture.
To RSVP, contact Lynda 
Moscovics at 365-4504 or via fax 
at 365-4889.
Producers of fake I.D.s caught
By Brian Corasaniti
News Editor
Fake identification material 
has been taken from two rooms in 
West Hall this week and the inves­
tigation into the situation is con­
tinuing.
The first room was searched 
on Friday and Public Safety con­
fiscated over 100 passport-size 
photos of students, templates, 
transparencies, a laminating ma­
chine, personal computers, floppy 
discs, color printers and magnetic 
tape. A second from was searched 
on Monday and similar materials 
were recovered.
Both students, who Public 
Safety believes are not working 
together, are under investigation 
by the Fairfield Police Depart­
ment. The names of the students 
would not be revealed due to the 
ongoing investigation.
According to William 
O’Connell, director of Public 
Safety, the students admitted mak­
ing I.D.s for between 30 and 40 
people and were in the process of 
making others. The students ad­
mitted to charging between 30 and 
40 dollars to their clients. If the 
police charge the students, they
will be charged with forgery in the 
second degree, which is a Class D 
felony.
“Friday, we got the informa­
tion that we should check a certain 
student’s room,” said O’Connell. 
O’Connell added that a third stu­
dent, who has graduated, was iden­
tified as making fake I.D.s in West 
Hall, but since he is no longer a 
SHU student, no investigating can
be done by SHU.
Larry Wielk, dean of students, 
said that he has been in contact 
with the Department of Liquor 
Control and is working with them 
to curb fake I.D. use at local bars 
and clubs like Wings in Stratford.
“Any information we get, we 
turn over to liquor control since 
Wings hasn’t been cooperating,” 
said Wielk.
Security ready for Bosstones
By Scott Frissora
Contributing Writer
Campus security will be 
tighter as the Mighty Mighty 
Bosstones make their debut ap­
pearance at 8 p.m. Friday in the 
William H. Pitt Health and Recre­
ation Center.
Since the concert is one of the 
most anticipated events ever to 
occur at SHU, security will be 
boosted so everything proceeds 
smoothly.
Security for the concert will 
be provided by SHU public safety, 
staff from Michael Stapleton As­
sociates, who oversee every SHU
concert and additional security 
personnel from the Fairfield Po­
lice and Fire Departments.
“I have seen the Mighty 
Mighty Bosstones before, and 
sometimes people do get crazy 
and slam dance, throwing their 
bodies every which way,” said 
Julie Macionus, a freshman from 
Springfield, Mass. “I think it 
would be nice to have some extra 
safety at the concert just in case 
things really do get out of hand.”
SHU staff members will also 
be taking a large role in the safety 
of the night.
“There will be metal detec­
tors at the entrances including pat 
downs, so nothing harmful or ille­
gal is brought inside the concert,” 
said Denise Sutphin, director of 
Student Activities.
Any objects or substances 
brought into the show will be im­
mediately confiscated and ahy^- 
person who is caught may face 
dismissal from the event by the 
school.
“I have no reason to believe 
that things may get out of hand, 
because it is a normal procedure 
we use whenever there is a con­
cert,” said William O’Connell, 
director of Public Safety.
The Fairfield Police and Fire 
Departments will be on hand 
mainly for traffic and crowd con­
trol purposes.
Clinton: President speaks to SHU, others
Continued from page 1
Administration, this is a plan for 
the youth rather than a necessity 
for this generation.
“There is fundamentally a 
very simple choice. Will our first 
priority be spending the budget 
surplus that we have worked so 
hard to create on a terrifically ap­
pealing tax cut in the moment - or 
will our first priority be investing 
whatever the necessary amount of 
the surplus is for at least the next 
15 years the strengthen Social 
Security and Medicare,” said 
Clinton in the Connecticut Post.
Joe Blacker, a 1972 graduate 
of Sacred Heart and a current 
employee of the SS A, fielded ques­
tions from the group. He said that 
there is no immediate threat to the 
program today, but that college 
students should begin to think 
about ensuring its health. “Social 
Security is going to be there for 
you, it’s just a question of in, what 
form,” Blacker said.
Blacker also noted that the 
program benefits the young as well 
as the old, saying that 30 percent 
of the beneficiaries are not retired.
“This is a program for all 
individuals,”said Blacker.
“It’s for survivors, the dis­
abled, it’s not just for retirement,” 
he added.
Although displeased with the 
delay in the broadcast, others at 
SHU said they were pleased with 
the event as well.
“I was very pleased by how it 
went. I was disappointed it was 
started late... but that’s what 
Washington and big government 
is all about. We were very pleased 
and appreciative about the student 
turnout,” said Elinor Biggs, direc­
tor of University Relations. “I 
thought Clinton was extremely 
passionate about the subject... he 
seemed to be speaking with pas­
sion and from the heart.”
“It is important for our stu­
dents to understand that Social 
Security affects us all, no matter 
how old or young we may be,” 
said Anthony Cemera, president 
of SHU, in the Post.
Biggs added that SHU was 
chosen as a site for the event mainly 
because of the number of students 
who have interned for the Social 
Security Department.
“I think it went great. I was
pleased with the student turnout... 
It may sound corny, but in a sense, 
you (the SHU community) are 
making history,” said Anthony R. 
Renzoni, district manager of the 
Social Security Administration 
and a SHU graduate.
“The reality is that one-third 
of Social Security beneficiaries 
are not retirees- they are young 
people who are collecting disabil­
ity and survivor benefits. Social 
security is vital to Americans of 
all ages and it is important that 
young adults have a voice in its 
future. This is why the current 
debate over saving Social Secu­
rity should be taken seriously by 
young adults, and judging by the 
student turnout at Sacred Heart 
University for this event, the stu­
dents should be commended,” 
added Renzoni.
“I really didn’t know too 
much about when it was going to 
start having problems,” said Cindy 
Lisa, senior political science ma­
jor from Long Island. “I was un­
der the impression it was going to 
run out sooner than it is.”
Brian Corasaniti is News Editor, Mike 
Kuchar is Features Editor and Matt 
Duda is Sports Editor.
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Students in freshman and other classes often face overcrowded classrooms.
Class size fits this SHU, say some
By Tim Lullo
Contributing Writer
Students entering classrooms 
at Sacred Heart University class­
rooms are likely to find large class 
sizes each semester.
With an expanding Univer­
sity, class size growth is expected 
and many say they feel that SHU 
is slipping out of the small school 
reputation. Student Ambassadors 
say they are forced to answer ques­
tions on class size every tour.
“The largest class size is a 
Freshman Seminar class which 
holds up to 40 students, but teach­
ers go the extra mile to get to know 
you,” said Rob McGrath, a sopho­
more from Amityville, N.Y.
McGrath said that he informs 
potential students that with a ratio 
of 17 students for every one fac­
ulty member. He also stresses the 
point that upper level classes con­
sist of eight to 20 students on 
average.
But some students said that 
class size is a problem.
“In my Anatomy class, if I 
don’t get there early, I don’t get a 
seat,” said Angela Vernice, a 
sophomore from Nutley, N.J.
Vernice added that she has been 
informed that one class for the 
Spring 1999 semester has the prob­
lem of overcrowding.
But some freshmen said that 
they found class sizes to be very 
close to what they were told dur­
ing tours.
‘‘In my Anatomy 
class, if I don’t get 
there early, I don’t get 
a seaf^ - Angela 
Vernice, sophomore, 
Nutley, N.J
Kelly Blair, a freshman from 
Dix Hills, N.Y., said she is satis­
fied with class size because she is 
receiving the proper individual at­
tention she said she was prom­
ised.
Some junior and seniors said 
the have reason to disagree. These 
sources argued they have found 
class sizes to be larger than ex­
pected.
Kelly Reo, a senior from Long 
Island, N.Y., said she was led to 
believe that fewer students would
Church; Cernera to address SHU Thursday
caused the issue to gain so much 
attention. This document suggests 
a solution through more control 
over Catholic universities by di­
ocesan authorities.
In Noverriber, the Conference 
will discuss the subcommittee’s 
report and the reactions it has 
gained.
Thursday’s forum will focus 
on further explaining this docu­
ment.
“It’s informative,” said 
Cemera. “There is still a very sig­
nificant process going on — and 
that process is one that is going to 
go on for about 5 years.”
According to Cemera, reports 
by local newspapers have fueled a 
fire of panic. Stories have been 
circulated about the Church com­
pletely taking over universities, 
and about Catholic universities 
seeking an entirely Catholic staff. 
These reports have caused the 
public to believe that the, issue is 
much more drastic than it traly is.
“The American academic sys­
tem has this fear of the encroach­
ment of the state or anyone who’s
*^This institu­







^bUc Safety Releases from Feb, 15 to Feb. 21
Feb. 15: 8:09 a.m.- South Hall resident reported his room was 
Ttoken into and property was .stolen.
9:33 p.Bi.* While investigating the above incident, a second
Photo by Kerrie Darress
: and property was stolen.
ll:33p.in,.W
Feb. 16: 2:16 a.ni._________ _
alcohol and visitation violations in South Hall;
9:38 a.m.- South Hall fire alarm received; activated by dust 
Entering a detector.
12:09 Staff member reported a laptop computer wi| 
stolen from a closet in the HC wing betwein Jan, 26 and Feb. 6. 
1:15 p.m.-Staff member reported an on the job injury in tbe^
Academic Building; medical assistance not sought,
Feb. 17:11:53 a.m,- Parkridge resident reported the theft of his
be in each class. Reo added that 
depending on which class it is, 
more students have elevated the 
level of the class.
“I definitely think that there 
is enough personal attention avail­
able if you make an effort in class,” 
said Reo.
According to some SHU pro­
fessors, larger class sizes have 
made lesson task more difficult to 
accomplish, but added that they 
are still able to maintain the per­
sonal level necessary for maxi­
mum potential learning.
“My preference class size is 
no larger than 20 students,” said 
Terry Neu, a teacher and advisor 
in the education department. Neu 
that he has”’encountere3 
anywhere from eight to 26 stu­
dents per class in his classrooms.
Even with the “mixed bag,” 
as Neu called it, he has found no 
real difficulty since he has been 
here. “We are still able to give 
students what they need,” added 
Neu.
“Smaller classes would be 
more beneficial, however... I am 
still known as Marianne when my 
professors recognize me outside 
of class,” said Marianne Fennell, 
a sophomore from Norfolk, Mass.
3:37 p.in.- Staff member reported two balances were stolen 
from a room in the SC wing over the weekend.
5:19 p.ni.- Campus Center fire alaiin activated by a burning 
candle.
; l^b. 18:9:21 a.m.- Faculty member reported a students injured^
11:33 a.m.* Buildings and Grounds reported an unknoWh
chemical release in the tunnel in the north wing of the Academic
of the building was evacuated until approximately 4 p.m., when 
the source of the problem was found (acid in a sink drain pipe).
12:45 p.in.- Mailroom supervisor reported an employee was 
producing illegal photo identification cards; incidents under in­
vestigation by Public Safety.
5:04 p.m.- West Hall fire alarm received; no problem found. 
6:01 p.in.- " ' • -
sihoking.
9:41 p.m.'
a hole in a hallway wall.
11:26 p.in.- Taft Security Officer requested assistance with 
ftudents who were drinking alcohol. Public Safety Officer op 
patrol outside of the building responded and assisted Residential 
Life staff with confiscating alcohol and dealing with intoxicated.
intersection of the .North Lot and the AdminiMiution Road had 
been destroyed by a vehicle which hit it. Fairifield Police were 
notified. Pieces of the vehicle which hit it were recovered at the 
scene, which enabled Public Safety to track the vehicle to a
(responsible to the Public Safety Office. Student responsible
.admitted their involvement abd will pay for the cost of a new sign,:
6:00 p.in- Public Safety investigation into fradualent dirvers 
i liscenses resulted in the search, with Residential Life, of a room 
in West Hall, Found in the room were over 100 passport size
Also
magnetic tape. Fairfield Police called; detectives responded anti 
interviewed the students. Investigation continues.
Feb. 20: 2:15 ajn.> Public Safety assisted Residential Life with 
I a disorderly student in South Hall.
3:49 ami,- Officer observed the Exit sighn on the sixth floor 
iof West Hall was vandalized.
5:08 p.in,- South Hall fire alarm caused by burnt food.
Feb. 21:1:21 South Hall resident reported their room door 
was vandahzed.
4:50 a.ni.- Jefferson Hill Building 2 fire alarm caused by an 
identified student who discharged a fire extinguisher.
Medical: Stvdents sick
going to tell them what to do,” 
said Fr. Michael McLemon, di­
rector of Pastoral Ministries at 
Sacred Heart. He believes that 
some of the problem is one of 
communication, since the Ameri­
can separation of church and state 
is a foreign concept to Europeans.
Cernera feels that Sacred 
Heart is already displaying a strong 
catholic character, and therefore
would change little even if the 
current document were to pass.
“The institution is taking very 
seriously its Catholic character and 
identity,” he said. “We’re con­
tinuing to address the issue of how 
can we make this the best Catholic 
university it can be?”
All are invited to attend the 
president’s forum this Thursday 
at 2 p.m.
Continued from page 1
lease the information typically,” 
said Raynis.
According to Michael. 
Bozzone, dean of freshman, the 
flu epidemic that has hit Connecti­
cut this year is also a large cause 
for medical assistance.
“What I’ve been noticing is a 
lot of people sick, a lot of flu... 
and even becoming as serious as 
pneumonia,” said Bozzone.
Bozzone said he is not certain 
that intoxication is playing a sig­
nificant role in medical assistance. 
“I don’t know that it’s any worse 
than before. In some of the more 
serious medical incidents on cam­
pus, there’s alcohol... I’m assum­
ing there’s some of it.”
Larry Wielk, dean of students, 
also thinks that the phone prob­
lems have led to more students 
calling public safety for medical 
assistance as opposed to an off- 
campus source. Wielk said that 
students may be having difficulty 
reaching outside numbers and call 
public safety instead.
Wielk also thinks binge drink­
ing at bars and clubs in the area 
has a lot to do with the assistance 
given to intoxicated students.
“I’d say we the intoxication 
incidents to drinking related to the 
weekends that Wings runs the 
buses,” said Wielk. Wielk added 
that on one of those weekends, 
“four students were taken to the 
hospital.”
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Editorials
Fakers: Beware the consequences
It comes as no surprise that students are making 
false identifications in order to get into local bars and to 
buy beer at package stores.
This is college, we expect this behavior. But to 
condone it, that’s a whole different story.
In a school our size, it’s hard to take a shower 
without the entire student body knowing about it. So, 
when rumor has it that somebody in one of the dorms 
could get you into bars just by changing your name and 
age, you’d be a fool not to. Right?
Wrong! The penalties for false identification are 
growing by the minute. Gone are the days when a 300 
pound bouncer hands back your cheesy fake license and 
politely says, “Please leave sir, before I call the police.”
Believe it or not, these bars and liquor stores pay 
heavy fines and face license suspensions when caught 
selling alcohol to minors. Not to mention the fact that if 
arrested, you could be fined a lot more than the amount 
of money you paid for a cardboard cutout with your 
picture on it.
So before you dish out all that cash for something 
that could be confiscated by the end of the week, think 
about spending it on something more worthwhile.
Take advantage of AIDS Awareness Week
Each year. Sacred Heart University offers students 
the opportunity to learn more about the number one 
killer of people their age.
The University pays a pretty penny to host guest 
speakers and clubs and organizations sponsor events all 
week long. The least you can do is go to a few.
According to the Centers for Disease Control, 
there are 40,000 new HIV cases each year. Half of that 
shm involves people under the age of 25.-‘-Half of ttie^-'- 
new sum is directed toward people under the age of 22.
Believe it or not, despite the statistics, there are 
still some people who hold the attitude that it can’t or 
won’t happen to them. Snap out of it!
We take criticism as Generation X for being lazy 
and unmotivated, told that we don’t care about any­
thing. Do we want to be branded this way for life, or do 
we want to do something about it?
Ignoring a problem like AIDS isn’t going to make 
it go away. Take advantage of the AIDS lectures and 
activities being offered this week. Learn all you can 
and see how you can get invovlved.
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The SHU Voices
Have you ever used a fake LD. ? If so, for what?
Chuck Hartman Janelle Branch Greg Nota
Senior First-year student Senior
Pottstown, Penn. Paterson, N.J. Tewksbury, Mass. ^
“Yes, to go to the 
Pageto drink with my 
buddies and I didn’t get 
caught. ”
“Yes. I used a fake I.D. 
to get into a club and I 
didn’t get caught. ” .
“Yes. I wanted coffee 
and I only had .30 cents 
sd I stole my grand­
father’s I.D. to get the 
senior citizen’s discount 
at McDonald’s. ”
Not all drinkers are binge drinkers, stop pointing fingers
I have a confession to make. 
Tonight I came home from my 
work at the Spectrum and poured 
myself some alcohol. I didn’t 
chug, funnel, or shotgun, I slowly 
sipped two glasses of wine. I sit 
here writing this column while 
drinking some 




sive vintage but 
a brand that’s af­
fordable for 
someone on a 
limited budget.
To the ma­
jority it’s nothing 
I would have to 
worry about confessing but the 
instant I uncorked the bottle and 
poured the first drop, I broke state 
law. I’m 20 years old. I don’t 
reach legal age until Sept. 27 of 
this year. If a policeman had 
walked past my apartment and 
seen my action he’d have waltzed 
in uninvited and read me the
Miranda Rights. Thankfully, I’m 
safe for now, but if any spelling or 
grammatical errors leap out while 
reading this, attribute it to the 
grapes.
The alcohol debate rages be­
tween college students and au­
thority figures. College' adminis­
trators and police agencies attempt 
to punish students who possess or 
consume alcohol.
It’s a battle that’s even been 
fought here at Sacred Heart. Many 
recall the battles that our Dean of 
Students fought with promoters 
of a now defunct alcohol-serving 
nightclub that provided free trans­
portation from campus to its busi­
ness. Two students eventually 
served suspensions for their effort 
to promote the club.
Last week. Public Safety of­
ficers raided two dorm rooms in 
an attempt to subvert two fake I.D. 
manufacturing operations. Ap­
parently a large amount of sophis­
ticated equipment was confiscated 
because the owners printed out 
fabricated driver’s licenses and
sold them to minors who used 
them to purchase alcohol.
There’s a disturbing message 
that authorities are subtly convey­
ing when these things take place; 
We know what is best for you 
kids. We will make your deci­
sions for you. You are not edu­
cated enough to make your own 
decisions.
r ve had a fake I.D. taken and 
been threatened with arrest after 
attempting to enter a casino. What 
a vicious crime, playing blackjack 
with $20 while sipping on a 
Budweiser. Quick officer, lock 
me up before I do irreparable dam­
age to myself.
It’s insulting that a legislator 
in Hartford feels that I can not 
decide what I will not be able to 
decide what I do with my body 
until I turn 21.
How can a man or woman 
who never laid eyes upon me, 
never read my writing, never lis­
tened to my thoughts, know what 
I am capable of handling? On my 
21st birthday, will I be given a
manual that tells when I can drink, 
what lean drink, and how much of 
it I can drink?
Yes, there are people who 
abuse substances and yes, they 
should be restricted from doing 
so. But all I ask is that I am 
considered innocent until I prove 
otherwise.
Instead of swiping that bottle 
out of my hand and shaking a 
finger in my face, sit down next to 
me, order a drink for yourself and 
talk to me about how I can utilize 
control. Show me how my friends 
and lean have a good time through 
moderation.
I suspect few will take me up 
on that offer. I get the feeling that 
I’ll have someone peering over 
my shoulder whenever I open my 
refrigerator door. It’s a shame 
that the people who feel the need 
to restrict my actions can’t find 
the time to tell me teach me to 
handle myself.
I’d like to say more about this 
matter, but it’s time for me to refill 
my glass.
EDITORIAL POLICY:
The editorial pages are an 
open forum. Letters to the 
editor are encouraged. All 
submissions are subject to 
editing for spelling, punctua­
tion, grammar, clarity and 
length. The Spectrum does 
not assume copyright for any 
published material. All 
submissions are reviewed by 
the Editorial Board.
The Spectrum is a student- 
run newspaper of Sacred 
Heart University, published 
every Thursday during the 
academic year. All mail 
should be sent to Sacred 
Heart University, 5151 Park 
Ave., Fairfield, CT 06432- 
1000. The advertising 
deadline is 7 days prior to . 
publication. Office phone 
numbers are (203) 371-7963 








Letters Please submit your letters to the Spectrum office on Mondays between the hours of 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. or slip them under the office door. Letters must be typewritten and signed and may be editied. Please include title or class and phone number.
“Grandma” sends all at SHU a
MESSAGE OF LOVE
Letter to the Editor:
My name is Marie Melise-” Grandma.” I worked in the cafeteria 
for a while. I just want to say I love all of you young people. You are 
our future leaders of tomorrow.
I’m very happy the old gym is currently being used for student 
Mass on Sunday.
“Sacred Heart” will surely bless our University as there is only 
God and he loves all of us no matter what.
Have a happy Spring Break. Those who will graduate, I will 
always remember them for their kindness to me and those that still 
have courses to complete, the same.
Love to the cafeteria workers, I miss you. God bless our 
University and everyone in it.
Marie Melise
Former FLIK worker
Available positions at the Spectrum:




Gall x7963 or stop by the Spectrum 
office for infp. ^out these ayailable 
positions on our staff.
Town wants school to crack down on drinking
Burlington, Vt. (CPX)- Only hours 
after a riot involving 300 people 
broke out in downtown 
Burlington, the city’s mayor and 
local police demanded that the 
University of Vermont crack down 
on student drinking.
“There is certainly a belief, 
however true, on campus that the 
university is very permissive, is 
not stringent about alcohol in 
dorms,” Burlington Police Sgt. 
Patrick Voorheis told the Associ­
ated Press.
“We need to get the univer­
sity to assume greater resppnsibil; 
ity for students off campus,” said 
Mayor Peter Clavelle. “The Uni­
versity of Vermont has histori­
cally argued they cannot accept 
that response because it is not a
part of their educational mission. 
That is absurd.”
University officials bristled 
at the suggestion that they aren’t 
doing much to curb student drink­
ing, citing regular meetings with 
local bar owners and a variety of 
educational programs designed to 
foster awareness about substance 
abuse.
However, the university is 
eager to work more closely with 
the police department, school of­
ficials said.
Police arrested six people — 
(4bree of Jliem far^d^
orderly conduct after a crowd of 
about 300 people gathered down­
town around 2:15 a.m. on Oct. 2 
after bars had closed. The mob 
chanted obscenities and tried to
deter a police officer from arrest­
ing someone for drunken driving. 
The crowd smashed windows in a 
police car, storefront and movie 
theater and set a trash bin on fire.
University officials said the 
two U VM students arrested would 
face sanctions. The third, a stu­
dent enrolled at Champlain Col­
lege, will also face disciplinary 
action, Champlain officials said.
“I would like them (the uni­
versity) to crack down harder on 
drunken students,” Voorheis told 
the AP. “I would like to see them
students involved in disturbances. 
It is even plausible they could 
have university personnel moni­
toring the system in hopes of get­
ting a strong message out.”
Is there something on your mind and you want to tell 
someone how you feel? Don 7 stay silent, write a letter to the 
editor. The Spectrum wants to know what you’re thinking. 
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Greek Life welcomes another fraternity
Members of the Alpha Sigma Psi fraternity. Contributed Photo
By Frances Moore
A&E Editor
Early morning on Wednes­
day, Feb. 17, Sacred Heart wel­
comed its newest fraternity. Al­
pha Sigma Psi.
The newest edition to Greek 
Life was created by Eddie Scali, 
Jr., a freshman from Massapequa 
Park, N.Y.
Scali, who is the fraternity’s 
president, and his friends were 
disappointed with the student in­
volvement at Sacred Heart, and 
decided to try to get more people 
involved.
“We are trying to make Greek 
Life a bigger organization on cam­
pus, and especially help with 
school spirit,” said Scali.
Though the group of 15 fresh­
men and 3 sophomores has not yet 
received their contract from Greek 
Life, they are subject to the same
rules as other fraternities.
They must sponsor events on 
campus, are responsible for com­
munity service hours and must 
rely heavily on fund raisers for 
their funding.
They have already completed 
a portion of their community ser­
vice obligation.
In conjunction with Campus 
Ministry and the Merton House, 
they helped to raise over $400 for 
hurricane victims in Florida.
Their advisor Doug Steele, 
an admissions counselor at the 
University, is proud to be working 
with Alpha Sigma Psi.
“I know they’ re going to work 
really hard, not only in school, but 
also in their new venture,” said 
Steele. “They want to make SHU 
a better place,” he said.
The fraternity itself is made 
up of a variety of personalities.
Scali said, “We’re a different 
group of guys. Everybody in the
fraternity is totally different. 
That’s why we started it.”
Steele agreed, saying, “Ev­
ery kid brings something different 
to it. They talk a lot about indi­
viduality, and they want to bring 
another aspect to Greek Life.”
Other members of Greek Life 
are happy to see it expanding.
Marcos Rios, a junior from 
Southbridge, Mass., and member 
of Sigma Delta Chi, said, “I’m 
really excited to see more students 
getting involved in Greek Life.”
Scali and his brothers said 
that they are happy with the reac­
tions of other fraternities.
“So far they’ve been nothing 
but supportive. They are happy to 
see Greek Life expanding,” said 
Scali.
Alpha Sigma Psi is in a pro­
bationary period right now. This 
means that they can carry out the 
normal duties of a fraternity, but 
they cannot have a new pledge
class for approximately six aca­
demic months.
Brian Wilber, a freshman 
from Fall River, Mass., estimated 
that the group would not be able to 
induct a new pledge class until the 
spring of 2000.
“They did everything by 
themselves, and they are going to 
do a lot more than they initially 
planned,” said Steele.
Alpha Sigma Psi is the fourth 
fraternity at Sacred Heart since its 
founding in 1963.
Keeping the Heart Healthy
SHU^s bi-weekly health column
By Sara E. Alia and Carrie A. 
Nielsen of the Student Nurses 
Association
Advised by Dr. Strong
It’s that time of the year again 
when everyone comes down with 
the FLU. You know, everyone 
has the identical symptoms: sore 
throat, fever, cough, headache, 
muscle aches, fatigue, loss of ap­
petite, and a generally crummy 
feeling. Al­
though many 
may think, they 
won’t get sick,





known as the 
flu, is a virus.
There are three 
strains of influ­
enza including 
types A, B, and 
C. What this 
means is that the flu vaccine may 
only be protecting you from one 
strain of the virus. Also, contrary 
to popular belief, you can get the 
flu morelhan once a year. In fact, 
you can have it many times in 
your life. Just as a reminder, the 
vaccine is only effective for one 
year and must be received yearly.
Late fall and winter are peak 
seasons for the flu. People at the 
highest risk of catching the flu 
Include the elderly, the very young, 
and those with chronic problems 
such as heart or lung conditions. 
A person can start showing symp­
toms 1 to 5 days after exposure 
and symptoms commonly last 2 to
7 days.
The question is: How is the 
flu spread so quickly among 
people, especially SHU students?
Influenza is spread from an 
ill person to other people by cough­
ing and sneezing. This is highly 
relevant to all students who live in 
South and West Halls, because 
people are sharing germs back and 
forth due to their living arrange­
ments.
Okay, so now that we know 
how the flu is spread, how do we 
protect our­
selves from 









not go to 
school or 
work, we all 
know what it 
is like to 
have someone coughing up a lung 
sitting next to you during class. 
The most effective means of pre­
vention is frequent hand washing. 
Also, always remember to cover 
your mouth when coughing or 
sneezing and don’t leave dirty tis­
sues lying around.
If you happen to be one of the 
unfortunate victims of the influ­
enza virus, it is crucial to seek 
treatment for the sake of yourself 
and others around you. It is im­
portant to drink lots of fluids, es­
pecially vitamin C beverages such 
as orange and grapefruit juice, and 
most of all, get plenty of R & R 
(rest and relaxation!)
Contributed Photo
Students participate in ancient ritual at the Brazilian Coffeehouse in the Mahogany Room.
The Brazilian Dance Troop entertained students by using wooden sticks and martiai arts.
Brazilian culture electrifies crowd
Dance Troop celebrates spirit of Carnival
By Gabriei Bonanni
Stajf Writer
Many people thought that last 
Tuesday ’ s Mardi Gras bash would 
be the last pre-Lenten ethnic cel­
ebration on campus. But, last 
Thursday in the Faculty Lounge, 
Carnival, Brazil’s major feast 
came to campus in the Brazilian 
Coffeehouse.
The colors of the Brazilian 
banner, verde, amarelo, azul, and 
bianco adorned the members of 
Ginga Brasileira, an exciting mu­
sic and dance troop from New 
Haven.
Senior Antonio Guimaraes, 
from Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, intro­
duced the audience to the spirit of 
Carnival. The six-day event is 
celebrated throughout the country 
by people of all ages and back­
grounds. It is intended to recog­
nize Brazil’s cultural evolution to 
its present identity. People in out­
rageous costumes parade through 
the streets shouting their praises.
Echoes of the previous Afri­
can American Coffee house 
showed in the art of Capoeira, a 
mix of martial art, gymnastics, 
aerobics, and dance. It was devel­
oped by sixteenth century planta­
tion slaves as a secret defense 
against their Portuguese captors.
This group featured two 
young men with long brown hair 
and two women with long blonde 
hair, brandishing wooden sticks 
in each hand, performing the 
Maculele dance. They would clash 
their sticks in combat.
The Berimbau, a long, thin 
polished hollow rod with a string 
stretched end to end like a bow, 
was plucked to provide the haunt­
ing background.
The African instrument were 
accompanied with hand stands, 
and spin-kicks which culminated 
in a lightning fast duel which had
See Brazil, Page 7
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Eating Disorders Awareness Week comes to SHU
Health screenings set up by Prevention Team starting in early March
By Stacey Shepperd
Contributing Writer
Eating Disorders Awareness 
Week will take place March 1 -5. 
Events will be organized by the 
SHU Eating Disorders Preven­
tion Team to alert the commu­
nity of warning signs and vari­
ous ways to seek treatment.
“The goal for the week will 
be to make more people on cam­
pus aware of eating disorders in 
terms of prevention and treat­
ment,” said Jocelyn Novella, 
University counselor.
Healthy eating screenings 
will be conducted throughout the 
week beginning on March 1 from 
6-7 p.m. in South Hall, March 3 
at noon in the Student Life Con­
ference Room and 6 p.m. in the 
Pitt Center, and on March 4 from 
6-7 p.m. in West Hall. After 
individuals have completed these 
surveys, a counselor will be avail­
able privately to discuss the re­
sults.
According to Novella, the 
screening provides students who 
were hesitant to seek treatment, 
get the help they need.
“We found in previous years 
that through the screening ex­
ams we have been able to iden­
tify a significant amount of stu­
dents who are at risk, who would 
not have sought help them­
selves,” Novella said.
A “Setting Yourself Free” 
day will occur on March 2, from 
11:30 to 1:30 p.m. in the Dining 
Hall. Students are invited to
liberate themselves of any self- 
depreciating habit for one day.
Last spring. Novella sent a 
campus-wide e-mail inviting in­
terested students as well as faculty 
to be a part of the Eating Disorders 
Prevention Team.
Faculty and students believe 
that the importance of the team is 
to reach out to people who need 
help combating eating disorders.
“Due to personal experiences. 
I’ve realized if s important to have 
people reach out, so I wanted to 
become involved,” said senior Lisa 
Sleeper.
Debbie Danowski, an adjunct 
professor of English and Commu­
nications, created the team’s pam­
phlet titled “Food, Eating Disor­
ders, and You.” Danowski wants 
students to know from experience 
that recognizing your problem is 
the first step in recovering from an 
eating disorder.
“As a person with an eating 
disorder, I know personally how 
important awareness is in moving 
toward recovery,” said Danowski. 
“It is possible to recover from an 
eating disorder,” she added.
The pamphlets are located in 
the Counseling Center and 
throughout campus. During Eat­
ing Disorders and Awareness 
Week, they can be found on the 
Women’s Studies’ bulletin board.
According to Novella, the 
panel discussion has been post-' 
poned until the end of March, be­
cause of time constrictions. The 
panel will include doctors and 
counselors as well as students cop­
ing with eating disorders.
Anorexia Binge-
Nervosa Eating
A list of the most A list of the most
common symptoms: common symptoms:
* An intense preoccupa­
tion with thickness.
* Constant preoccupation 
with eating.
* A refusal to eat meals.
* A deep fear of weight 
gain and eating.
* Eating large amounts of 
food at one time.
* Weight gain.
* An irregular or nonexist­
ent menstruation cycle.
* Often lying about or 
hiding food.
* Wearing baggy clothes 
to hide body size.
* Regularly feeling lethar­
gic and exhausted.
* Striving for perfection in 
all areas.
* Idolizing or worshipping 
thinness.
* Rapid weight loss in a 
short amount of time.
* Usually eating alone.
* Dizziness and fainting 
spells.
ft*-* Eating when’emotlon^ 
ally upset or not hungry.
* A distorted body image.
* Isolation from others.
Bulimia
Nervosa
A list of the most 
common symptoms:
* Eating large amounts 
of food quickly.
* Feeling a strong need 
to rid the body of food 
after eating.




* Fearing weight gain.
* Experiencing light­
headedness or dizziness.
* Determining self- 
worth by the amount ttf • 
weight loss or gained.
* Vomiting regularly
Black Inventions and 
their Inventors











James A. Bauer 
G,E, Becket 
Oscar £. Brown 
J. Gregory 
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Maurice W, Lee 




Continued from page 6
the rhythm-clapping crowd hold­
ing their breath.
Ginga’s leader, Efraim Silva 
of Sao Paolo, compelled the audi­
ence to participate.
Each audience member re­
ceived two sticks learned to clap 
them to the count of Um, a Sao 
Paolo rhythm. He and his wife 
Eva, a SHU alumna from Hun­
gary, had everyone swinging their 
hips, raising their arms, and step­
ping to the Samba, a popular Bra­
zilian dance.
The celebration provided 
Guimereas with a glimpse into his 
past.
“The Carnival brought back 
memories from my childhood,” 
said Guimereas.
“It’s a piece of Brazilian cul­
ture that I miss being a part of.”
The other member of the four­
some was 21-year-old Heloisa 
Griggs, a Sao Paolo native resid­
ing in the US for less than three 
years. About a year and a half ago, 
while studying at Yale, she began 
to dance with the group. Griggs 
used the entertainment as a way to 
leam Brazilian culture.
“As a Brazilian living in the 
United States, it’s a good way to 
keep with the culture, learning 
about the history of Brazil through 
dance,” Briggs said.
The feast included Coxinhas, 
breaded chicken morsels fried into 
drops, and of course, some of the 
best coffee in the Americas.
Campus Happenings
Italian club selling pasteries
Cirocolo Italiano, the new Italian Club, is selling 
traditional Neapolitan cream fritters for the St. Joseph 
holiday. Samples of cream and sweet ricotta filled 
pasteries will be available today at lunch and dinner at 
the dining hall. The treats cost $2 to be paid today. 
Orders can be picked up at the International Festival 
on St. Joseph’s Day.
Trinidad and Tobago Coffeehouse
The Hartford Steel Symphony will perform a 
medley of crowd-pleasing island music from Trinidad 
and Jamaica on March 1 at 7:30 p.m. in the Faculty 
Lounge. Authentic refreshments like patties, sweet 
bread and coffee will be served. The event is spon­
sored by the International Center and is free for all 
SHU students.
International Festival applications due
If you are interested in representing your culture 
through an exhibit or performance, sign up for the 
1999 International Festival taking place on March 19. 
Unwind to a relaxing evening complete with fine 
performances, authentic refreshments and gourmet 
coffee. The application deadline is Feb. 26 and can be 
picked up in the International Center in the Hawley 
Lounge.
-Compiled by Mike Kuchar
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Frehsman Kim Hoyt speaks with Sean Sasser after his AIDS talk Monday in the theater.
Increasing awareness:
Sean Sasser shares his experiences with 
life, love and Pedro in the ‘Real World’
----------------------------------------- Sasser has been HIV positive Policy Coordinator for the San
------Julie AnnNevero.-.™— fOT nearly a decade.. He discov,-:.., rancisco based Heath Initiatives
Editor-in-Chief ered he had the virus when he was for Youth (HIFY) before appear-
19 years old on the day he was ing on “The Real World.” He 
This is the true story of an supposedtoshipoutwiththeNavy. trained HIV positive and affected 
African American, HIV positive, Sasser had applied to the Navy in young people to be “powerful vis- 
gay man, who chose to come to attempt to knock the gay out ible advocates for themselves and 
Sacred Heart to talk about his life, of me.” others.
Sean Sasser, who appeared Sasser and Zamora were the He is currently the Atlanta 
on MTV’s ‘The Real World III” focus of many “The Real World Media Resource Center Manager 
opposite his now deceased part- ' episodes giving the world a of the Gay Lesbian Alliance 
ner, Pedro Zamora, addressed a glimpse of their commitment to Against Defamation (GLAAD). 
crowdof about 175 SHU students HIV education while living with Sasser’stalkgotravereviews 
Monday night in the Theater. Ih® virus themselves. from SHU students. “I think it
Sasser’s speech, sponsored by They first met while doing was an amazing thing that he came
Student Activities, S .E.T., and Phi activist work in San Francisco and here and talked about being such a 
OmegaTauaspartofSHU’sAIDS became involved when Zamora minority,” said Shiela Bogan, a 
Awareness Week, stressed the im- returned to San Francisco for the senior from Cumberland, R.I. 
portance of safe sex claiming that, MTV documentary. “It was very moving,’ said
“when (condoms are) used prop- Zamora died of brain cancer NicoleBishop,aseniorfromKings 
erly, they are incredibly effective, the very night that the final epi- Park, N. Y. “He approached a se- 
Take advantage of everything sodeof“The Real World III” aired rious topic with style and dig- 
available to you,” Sasser added. on November 11,1994. “Watch- nity.”
He did contend, however, that i^g him die was like watching S.E.TPresident, Mike Dutton,
abstinence is the “only KX) per- myself die,” Sasser said. said he came away from the lec-
cent prevention.” Abstinence not Sasser always knew he was hire with more knowledge about
onlyofsexualactivity,butof drugs different, but thought this stemmed AIDS. “It was very informative, 
and alcohol as well. “These sub- from being African American. He gave us a ‘real world’ lesson 
stances can impede your judg- Becausehedidn’tknowthatmuch on how to protect ourselves. Some 
ment.” about his heritage beyond slavery myths and stereotypes were also
He also stressed the impor- and Martin Luther King, his abolished.” 
tance of getting tested for HIV mother started taking him to the As of now, Sasser doesn’t 
(Human Immunodeficiency Vi- library. “I could finally identify know from whom he contracted 
rus), the virus that causes AIDS, myself as black,” he said,but he the virus. He has talked to his 
stating that of the 40,000 new cases still felt different. previous partners and all say they
eachyear,half areundertheageof When he was nine years-old, are not infected.
25. Sasser discovered he was gay. “I Sasser is currently and has
Sasser believes there may be was horrified, terrified. This could been healthy for a while. He takes 
even more because not everyone not be what was meant for me,” he no medications, says he doesn’t 
gets tested. Fear, ignorance and said. have good eating habits and is
trust in a partner were some of the Sasser said that he hid his allergic to the gym.
reasons the audience contributed gayness for years. That he was, in When asked why the virus
to the question ofwhy people don’t fact, “leading a double life.” effects people differently Sasser
get tested. fr wasn’t until after going said that it depends on the indi-
“If you have ever engaged in through three years of college that vidual and how the virus was trans- 
any of the behavior that could put Sasser “came out” to his mother, mitted.
youatriskforHIVorotherSTD’s, Six months later, he had to tell her “If it is injected directly into
yQm-g^jjy jjggfj yQm* hc was HIV positive. She was the blood stream (via IV drug use)
status is,” Sasser said. “Thesooner incredibly supportive,” he said. it may haVe a different effect, rather 
you know the better you can care Sasser became involved in than through sexual activity, he




There will be one less thumb 
pointing the way to a great movie 
these days. Gene Siskel, half of 
the critical team Siskel and Ebert, 
died Saturday at age 53.
Who would have thought, 
when Siskel began working with 
his co-star 
Roger Ebert24 
years ago, that 
two thumbs 
would have 
left such a big 












as a team. They began their ca­
reers working for rival newspa­
pers in Chicago. Their rivalry 
continued on the small screen, as 
they disagreed on many occasions.
People often valued the opin­
ions of one over the other.
Siskel’s following consisted 
on a group that relied on his cyni­
cal, yet honest, opinions.
Those who enjoyed films for 
the message that they contained 
would be more likely to agree 
with Siskel, rather than Ebert’s 
appreciation for the technical 
qualities of a film.
Each weekend fans could find 
Siskel and Ebert on “The Bal­
cony,” engaged in sometimes
viscious thumb-wrestling wars.
The thumbs-up or thumbs- 
down system became a standard 
rating, often making or breaking a 
film.
They were pretty powerful 
thumbs.
If a film received two thumbs 
up, filmmakers could use that as 
bragging rights for their film.
On the other 




teed that the film 
would flop.
But now there 
is only one, lone 
thumb. Will
Roger Ebert have 
enough of a fol­
lowing to con­
tinue the tradtion 
that began almost 
a quarter of a cen­
tury ago, or will 
he be forced to use 
his thumb to take a hike?
On Oscar night, will there be 
there be space for another to sit in 
that now vacant seat in the bal­
cony, or will it be reserved as a 
space that only Siskel could fill?
Ebert himself doesn’t know. 
As he told USA Today, “I can’t 
imagine what it will be like.”
Even if you were not a fan, is 
no denying the fact that the critical 
duo had a profound effect on the 
world of film.
Millions tuned in every week 
in search of guidance.
As we say adieu to Siskel, 
and offer a hearty pat on the back, 
we must wait to find out who will 
be next to lend Ebert a hand.
Choke on ‘Jawbreaker’
New black comedy is no killer film
By Tara S. Deenihan
Associate Editor
Move over. Spice Girls. Girl 
Power takes a sinister turn in the 
black comedy “Jawbreaker,” 
starring indie film queen Rose 
McGowan and “Noxema Girl” 
Rebecca Gayheart.
“Jawbreaker,” a strange mix 
between “Clueless” and “Heath­
ers,” takes place at totally ran­
dom Reagan High School, where 
Courtney (McGowan) rules the 
school as leader of a pack of 
popularbeauties. Gayheartplays 
Julie, part of the elite group.
On the birthday of a friend, 
the girls stage a prank kidnap­
ping during which she accidently 
chokes on an oversized jaw­
breaker meant to gag her. They 
try to cover up the death, but are 
discovered by a mousy nerd 
named Fern (Judy Evans Greer).
Courtney makes Fern an of­
fer she can’t refuse: her silence 
in exchange for a makeover. If 
she can keep quiet, she can sit 
beside Courtney’s throne.
“Jawbreaker” tries to be 
fresher than it is, and ends up 
falling flat in its attempt to shock 
the viewer.
, We’ve all seen dead high 
school girls before, and Rose 
McGowan playing a witch with 
a capital “B” is nothing new, 
either.
The film succeeds, though, 
at knowing its role among high 
schooler flicks. “Jawbreaker” 
doesn’t pretend to be a serious 
commentary on high school life. 
You know going in that it’s a 
farce. Ifyou’re not sure, the sex 
scene between McGowan and 
cameo Marilyn Manson will take 
care of any doubt.
There are even appearances 
by Pam Greer and Carol King, 
two actresses most moviegoers 
would never expect to see to­
gether.
“Jawbreaker” is good for 
some sick laughs, but probably 
not worth the $7.75 to anyone 
but the truly twisted and Rose 
McGowan junkies. Wait for 
video; this one will be just as 
funny at home.
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New artist sings the blues
Special to the Spectrum
Every so often, a new artist 
comes along that grabs the atten­
tion of critics, fans and industry 
professionals alike. One whose 
music is instantly recognizable and 
causes the listener to sit up and 
say, “Who is that?”
Add Susan Tedeschi’s name 
to that short list.
With a voice that is frequently 
compared with Janis Joplin, 
Bonnie Raitt and Etta James, and 
a guitar style influenced by Johnny 
Guitar Watson, Magic Sam and 
Freddie King, Susan has taken her 
influences and sculpted them into 
a style all her own.
With the release of her na­
tional debut album, “Just Won’t 
Bum,” Susan’s profile has contin­
ued to grow.
She has toured with B. B. 
King, Buddy Guy, Jonny Lang, 
Dr. John and Delbert McClinton.
Her from-the-heart vocals and
stinging guitar combine with her 
charismatic presence to make her 
album one of the top selling in the 
country.
When she released “Just 
Won’t Bum,” she presented evi­
dence of her development as not 
only a singer and guitarist, but as 
a songwriter as well.
The song “You Need to Be 
With Me” culls its third verse from 
an Emily Dickinson poem, and 
“Found Someone New,” written 
for the piano, evokes her John 
Lennon influence.
She has been named by Bos­
ton magazine as “Best R&B Act,” 
and in 1995 and ‘96 she was nomi­
nated as “Outstanding Blues Act” 
at the Boston Music Awards.
Billboard’s Rock Monitor 
said of Susan, “Looking like the 
girl next door until she lets her 
vocals rip, Tedeschi has been know 
to leave crowds with their collec­
tive jaw hanging.”
The Tulsa World described 
her as “the hottest thing to hit the
Contributed Photo
blues since the slide guitar.”
Susan has earned the respect 
and affection of her peers through 
her talent, dedication and hard 
work.
With their support and the 
talk already surrounding Susan and 
her debut record, this soulful and 
powerful singer is only going to 
continue to grow.
She mixes with today’s hot­
test flavors to make a new blues 
style that rock fans and blues fans 
will love.
Stirring photographs from painful past
Special to the Spectrum
In honor of Stamford’s “Cel­
ebrate the Black Experience,” 
Stamford Center for the Arts and 
Connecticut Ballet Center are co­
presenting the exhibit. Color 
Town— “May These Images Re­
spect and Reflect. ”
The exhibit is being shown at 
both facilities through Sunday, 
Feb. 28. It features selections 
from the recently discovered black 
and white photo-essay by Max 
Waldman (1919-1981).
In 1947 photographer Max 
Waldman, then 28 years old, trav­
eled to Dade County, Florida, and 
documented the historic Colored 
Town/Overtown community.
The largest, most vibrant 
black community in southern 
Florida, it was the cradle of busi­
ness and culture for African- 
Americans from 1886 to the 
1960’s.
It developed “over the tracks” 
from the white downtown busi­
ness area when Miami was still a 
wilderness.
Most Miami residents, white 
and black, were poor. Limited by
custom and law in every phase of 
life, black people developed a self- 
contained community that pro­
vided goods, services and enter­
tainment so the residents did not 
have to go out of the neighbor­
hood.
Max Waldman captured can­
did and unposed images of com­
munity members working, play­
ing, praying and relaxing within 
their yards and streets.
The photos document the 
sense of the blight that led to the 
civil rights movement and the char­
acters of strength and dignity that 
head the call for change
The images are insightful and 
graceful, and clearly illustrate the 
photographic talent that became 
recognized late in Waldman ’ s life.
According to Carol Greunke, 
who worked with Waldman in the 
1970’s, “Color Town” was only 
discovered three years ago.
Florida Congresswoman Car­
rie Meek said of Waldman’s work, 
“It represents a stirring, graphic 
journey into the inner sanctum of 
some of the most vivid African 
American experiences.”
Waldman’s fifty-year old 
photo essay, documenting life in a
pre-civil rights southern Black 
community can be seen free of 
charge to visitors of the Rosenthal 
Gallery at the Rich Forum and at 
the Connecticut Ballet Center.
For additional information, 




Explore your ‘Wildest Dreams’
Hear a variety of cultural music this evening in 
the SHU Theater. Wildest Dreams will be the final 
event in Sacred Heart’s celebration of Black History 
Month. The Boston based group concentrates on a 
variety of music types, including their own original 
songs. The performance will be tonight in the Theater 
at 8 p.m.
Get your tickets!
Those of you who still have not bought tickets to 
tomorrow evening’s The Mighty Mighty Bosstones 
concert had better hurry before the concert is sold out. 
The concdrt begins at 8 p.m. in the William H. Pitt 
Center. Admission is $10 for SHU students.
'New Thinking for a New World”
The first Henry Leir Memorial Lecture, entitled 
“New Thinking for a New World,” will be given 
Monday in the Mahogany Room at 2 p.m. The lecture 
will be given by Edmond Israel, founder and honary 
chairman of CEDEL International, and international 
clearing institution in Luxemborg. For more informa­
tion, contact Don Harrison at 371-7970.
More Monica
Those who are still interested in hearing details 
about the Bill Clinton/Monica Lewinski affair will 
want to tune in to ABC’s 20/20 next Wednesday. 
Barbara Walters’ interview with Monica Lewinski will 
air as a two-hour special at 9 p.m.
—Compiled by Frances Moore
‘Office Space’ confirms deepest fears
Special to the Spectrum
When other workers see what 
is happening to Peter, they be­
come intrigued with his plans to 
put them all out of their workplace 
misery—and on the road to a very 
early retirement...
Mike Judge, the creator of 
“Beavis and Butt-head” and co­
creator of “King of the Hill,” 
makes his live-action feature film 
directorial debut with “Office 
Space.”
Work sucks.
That pretty much sums up 
Peter Gibbons’ (Ron Livingston) 
attitude about his job as a com­
puter programmer.
He simply cannot endure an­
other moment of the mind-numb­
ing, soul-sucking routine and petty 
annoyances that assault him day 
after day at INITECH Corpora­
tion.
When Peter finds a kindred 
spirit in a waitress, Joanna (Jenni­
fer Aniston), who’s suffering in 
her own employment purgatory, 
he realizes that life would be a lot 
more fun if he just got himself 
fired.
In an attempt to escape from 
the control of his boss, played by 
Gary Cole, Peter begins to arrive 
at work hours late, or not at all.
But somehow in the upside- 
down world of corporate think­
ing, Peter’s erratic behavior has, 
instead of resulting in a quick “pink 
slip,” launched him onto the fast 
track to a promotion.
“When I got [my first 
job], I felt really good 
about it. But after 
about a week and a 
half, I thought, ‘Is this 
it?’ ” -Mike Judge, 
director
want to make an outright lampoon 
of corporate America, but have 
his story and characters based 
firmly on what Judge calls “just 
left of reality.”
“Peter is frustrated at work 
and realized that things are wors­
ening each day,” commented 
Judge.
He continued, saying, “He 
also is troubled by corporate 
downsizing and how his company 
mistreating loyal, longtime em­
ployees. So Peter decides to find 
what he thinks will be a better 
life.”
It is a comedy about the plight 
of white-collar peons in today’s 
corporate world.
“Office Space,” which first 
aired years ago as an animated- 
short series, was inspired by real 
life experiences.
In a recent interview. Judge 
said, “My first job out of college 
was in engineering—in an office.”
He explained, “When I got 
the job I felt really good about it. 
But after about a week and a half, 
I walked into the office, looked 
around, and thought, ‘Is this it?”’
Judge said that he did not
“Office Space” is headed by a 
strong cast.
Ron Livingston, who plays 
Peter, starred in the sleeper hit 
“Swingers,” and millions recog­
nize Jennifer Aniston from her 
role as Rachel on the hit television 
show “Friends.”
Also starring in the film are 
Gary Cole and Stephen Root, 
whom some will recognize from 
Tom Hanks’ HBO production 
“From Earth to the Moon.”
“Office Space” opened last 
Friday in theaters everywhere, and 
has been well received by both 
critics and audiences.
Livingston offered his opin­
ion about the film.
“‘Office Space,”’ he ex­
plained, in a recent interview, “is 
a comedy about the pursuit of hap­
piness, and how it isn’t necessary 
to always frantically chase it. 
Sometimes you have to slow down 
and let it chase you.”
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(W) Basketball Bridgeport 86-84
^5^12,12-6 NECC .....




(W) Ice hockey Bowdoin 1-2
11-3-3 Bates 10-0
SHU score listed first
Icemen: lose two games 
games to Canisius 7-1, 4-2
Continued from page 12
end in the hotel they stayed in.
“We were together at all 
times,” said senior Billy 
Demetriades. “We ate three meals 
a day together. The togetherness 
is something that benefited us 
greatly. After the games, we real­
ized that when we play as a team, 
we increase our chances of win­
ning.”
* , With only four games left in
the regular season, some players 
expressed delight with the team 
coming together.
“Despite our losses,” said 
Guarino, “the unity we gained is
good heading into the playoffs.”
Demetriades added that the 
team pulled for each other over 
the weekend and the only way to 
overcome the obstacles they face 
is to play as a team, not as indi­
viduals.
“Like Billy said, we came 
together,” Welch stated. “Now 
we are using this week to regroup 
and prepare for this weekend. 
Hopefully weTl get some wins 
before the
The Pioneers host cross-town 
rival Fairfield at 7:30 on Friday 
night at the Milford Ice Pavilion. 
The men have four games left 
before playoffs begin.
Hoops: Women top U.B. in 
final 1998-99 season game
Continued from page 12
Toole was second on the team 
in scoring, averaging 13.1 points 
per game. She made good on 59 
shots from three-point range, in­
cluding six against UB on Feb. 2. 
Toole had 14 points against the 
Purple Knights last Wednesday 
night.
“Success is not measured in 
just wins and losses,” said Coach 
Ed Swanson, “We lost some close 
games down the stretch. Overall, 
we were right where we expected 
to be.”
With four of this seascm’s top
five scorers returning next year, 
Swanson feels confident his team 
is ready for the jump.
“We have a good nucleus of 
players returning and we had a 
decent recruiting year as well,” he 
said.
Bresnahan thinks the team 
will perform well next year be­
cause of this season’s experience 
with Division I schools. “We got 
a taste of Division I teams and saw 
what they are going to need to do,” 
she said. “They will be pushed to 
work hard over the summer and 
during post season.”
Cotte sets up Pioneers
Photo by Heather Pulsifer
Brian Gotte is among national leaders in several categories.
By Danielle De Name
Staff Writer
The beads of perspiration 
rolled down his face like tears. A 
concerned roommate asks, “Cotte, 
man, how’s that knee feeling?”
“Okay. It still hurts but I am 
still going to play,” Brian responds 
while shifting the ice pack on his 
knee.
Brian Cotte, a junior from 
Natick, Mass., has just begun the 
rehabilitation of his hyperextended 
knee. He suffered the injury while 
performing his duties as setter on 
Sacred Heart’s 9-3 men’s volley­
ball team.
SHU Coach Scott Carter said 
that Cotte has persevered through 
a string of injuries during his ca­
reer. “Having surgery on his shoul­
der last year and straining his ACL 
this year are two tough injuries to 
overcome as an athlete, especially 
a setter,” Carter said.
This season has been an ex­
ceptional one for Cotte so far. He 
ranks fifth in the nation among all 
combined Division I and II play­
ers in digs per game average with 
2.33, 17th in service ace average 
at .407 and 15th for assists per 
game with 15.10.
Carter marvels at Code’s im­
provements. “He has made so 
many improvements and gained 
so much maturity, not just as an 
athlete but as a person as well,” 
Carter said.
Cotte credits his coach for 
facilitating the improvement. 
“Coach has helped me become the 
student-athlete and mS;ure person 
that I have become with his out­
standing guidance. He shares the
same drive,” Cotte said.
Code maintains a 3.0 grade 
point average as a business major. 
He also spends his free time hang­
ing out with friends, taking pic­
tures and writing. After gradua­
tion he wants to pursue a masters 
degree and play volleyball lei­
surely.
His family, Cotte said, also 
helps him succeed. “My dad is an 
inspiration for everything,” said 
Cotte. “He has given me the pas­
sion for everything that I do. My 
mother has taught me to stick ev­
erything out even when the odds 
are against me,” he said.
“My brother is probably my 
biggest influence. He protected 
me since I was young and has 
given me all sorts of insight on 
life,” Cotte added.
Carter said these influences
reveal themselves on the court. 
“You can see this when he plays,” 
Carter said. “He takes a leader­
ship role and distributes it through­
out the team. He is not able to do 
exactly what he wants on the court 
due to his ailments, but he still has 
been the one to bring the team to 
it’s best start ever.”
Cotte said that this year’s team 
could achieve greatness. “I think 
that this year in the last three last 
that I have played here, we have 
the most potential. We just have 
to pull it all together. We are our 
worst enemy,” Cotte said.
Carter said that Cotte is a tre­
mendous asset to the men’s vol­
leyball team.
“Cotte has a lot to offer the 
world,” Carter said. “He has the 
potential and ability to achieve all 
of his goals.”
Men’s basketball closes 
Bridgeport series with win
By Matt Duda
Sports Editor
A career-high 33 points from 
John Randazzo led the Sacred 
Heart men’s basketball team to a 
88-81 win over rival Bridgeport 
on Feb. 15.
The win raised SHU’s record 
to 10-16,9-8 in the New England 
Collegiate Conference. The se­
ries between the Park Ave. rivals 
ended with SHU holding a 40-20 
edge.
Randazzo accumulated his
points on 10 of 14 shooting from 
the field, including six of eight 
from beyond the three-point arch.
Senior forward Dave Fesko 
aided Randazzo, scoring 22 points. 
Fesko and Randazzo combined 
for SHU’s final 16 points to se­
cure the win.
Sophomore center Tim Welch 
scored 11 rebounds and grabbed a 
game-high 11 rebounds. Sopho­
more point guard Kurt Reis dished 
out seven assists.
At press time, the Pioneers 
were leading Stony Brook in the
final Division II game for the Pio­
neers.
Randazzo will finish as the 
team’s scoring leader this season, 
followed by Fesko. Third place 
was decided against Stony Brook. 
Ssophomore forward Andrew 
Hunter and junior center 
Mindaugas Lydeka entered the 
game averaging 8.8 and eight 
points per game respectively.
Next season the Pioneers be­
gin play in the 12-team Northeast 
Conference. SHU ^so will play a 
complete Division I schedule.
Indoor track dashes through conference meet
By Emily Greenough
Staff Writer
The Sacred Heart women’s 
indoor track team managed to hold 
off some tough competition at the 
New England Collegiate Confer­
ence Championship at Southern 
Connecticut State University on 
Saturday.
The women placed fifth out 
of seven teams while the men 
placed sixth.
Freshman Gaetano M^a was 
Sacred Heart’s only individual 
winner of the day, claiming his 
post in the men’s high jump once
again with a leap of 6’8.” This is 
Marra’s sixth successful indoor 
meet out of seven, and he is the 
first athlete ever from the men’s 
team to make first team All-NECC.
“Gaetano turned back a tough 
field in this meet,” said coach 
Christian Morrison. “I think he 
must have icewater in his veins, 
because he’s not scared of jump­
ing against anybody.”
The men also scored points 
by finishing fourth in the 4x400 
meter relay and setting a school 
record. The team consisted of 
freshman Adam Reynolds, sopho­
more Matt Boyer, freshman John 
Sakowich, and senior Carl Sturino.
Reynolds also finished fifth in the 
500 meter run and qualified for 
ECAC’s.
Sophomore Greg
Kyrytschenko scored points for 
the men’s team by finishing fifth 
in the 1000 meter run, also quali­
fying for ECAC’s.
Sophomore Mike Benedetto 
scored fifth place in the high jump 
with a leap of 6’4.”
The women’s team also 
fielded several all-conference se­
lections. Three women placed 
second and were named second 
team All-NECC: sophomore 
Heather Stockton in the 3,000 
meter run, freshman Kimberly
Almeida in the 1,000 meter run, 
and sophomore Brandi Blevins in 
the shot put.
Stockton also finished fourth 
in the mile run. Blevins finished 
fourth in the weight throw.
The women’s 4x800 meter 
relay team, consisting of Almeida, 
juniors Michelle Wesolowski and 
Jennifer McGovern, and Stock- 
ton, also placed second in the meet.
Freshman Shandra Fraser 
placed third in the 500 meter run, 
breaking her own school record 
with a time of 1:23.10 and quali­
fying for ECAC’s.
The women’s 4x400 meter 
relay team also placed third. The
team consisted of freshmen Heidi 
Cheever, Fraser, Jessica Andrade, 
and sophomore Michele Shawah.
“The women had a solid meet 
and turned in some nice individual 
performances,” said Morrison. 
“The performances of Brandi' 
Blevins, Heather Stockton, and 
Kim Almeida, of course, speak 
for themselves,” Morrison added.
This weekend. Sacred Heart’s 
men’s and women’s track teams 
travel to the Eastern Collegiate 
Conference Division II Indoor 
Track and Field Championships. 






Randazzo scores career-high 33 points
Senior men’s basketball 
guard John Randazzo, of 
Oceanside, N.Y., scored a 
career-high 33 points in a 
win over rival Bridgeport 
Feb 15.
Randazzo set the school 
record for three-pointers 
made in a single season. 
He also owns the shool 
record for three’s in a 
game.
Sports Schedule
Feb. 25- March 3
FRIDAY Indoor track @ ECAC 
Division II Champs.
(M) Ice hockey vs. 
Fairfield, 7:30 p.m. SUI^Y.
(M) Volleyball @ Hall of (W) Ice hockey vs.
Fame Classic, Springfield Hamilton, 3 p.m.
SATURDAY
• (W) Bowling @ Buckeye 
Classic, Columbus, O.H.
(M) Ice hockey @ 
Fairfield, 7:30 p.m. Indoor Track @ ECAC 
Division II Champs.
(W) Ice hockey vs.
Union, 2 p.m. WEDNESDAY
(W) Bowling @ Buckeye (M) Volleyball @ MIT,
Classic, Columbus, O.H. 7 p.m.
(M) Volleyball @ Hall of (M) Lacrosse vs. Ver­
Fame Classic, Springfield mont, 3 p.m.
Photo by Kerrie Darress
The men’s lacrosse team practices in preparation for it’s season opener on Wednesday.
Young lacrosse team shooting for improvement
By Matt Duda
Sports Editor
Last season. Sacred Heart’s 
men’s lacrosse team-suffered its 
worst season in the program’s short 
history. The Pioneer’s lost their 
first five games and ended with a 
5-8 record.
Two of SHU ’ s top three lead­
ing scorers and an All-American 
defender have graduated, but the 
Pioneer’s are betting on skilled 
veterans and a speedy recruiting 
class to improve their standing
this season.
Coach Tom Mariano says the 
team has already shown vast po­
tential.
“There’s such and over­
whelming number of kids,” 
Mariano said. “They play harder 
and are much more physical and 
intense in practices than in years 
past.”
Leading the returning play­
ers is senior attackman Chris 
Lukowski of Syracuse, N.Y. 
Lukowski led the Pioneer’s scor­
ing attack last season, finishing 
with 16 goals and 24 assists for 40
PIONEER CLASSIFIEDS
points.
Lukowski is used primarily 
as a feeder, distributing the ball 
from behind the cage to 
midfielders and attackmen in scor­
ing positions. ■
Senior Kenny Martin of 
White Plains, N.Y., hopes to be 
the recipient of many Lukowski 
passes. Martin, an offense-focused 
midfielder, is known for his blaz­
ing shot. Martin finished with 18 
goals and four assists last season.
The defense will be anchored 
by veterans Brian Wolchok and 
Mark Letizia. Wolchok, a senior 
from Jefferson Station, N.Y., 
scooped up 39 ground balls last
season.
Letizia returns to action after 
suffering a tom anterior crucial 
ligament six games into last sea­
son. Letizia, of CamiUus, N.Y,j_ 
"tffPK^ve'defender‘’w}i6 Tbves to 
carry the ball into the offensive 
half of the field.
The biggest question mark for 
SHU is in goal. Last season, the 
Pioneer’s split time between two 
goalies. Mariano said that he’d 
prefer to field one for most of this 
season, but says he can’t yet name 
a clear-cut starter.
Twenty-three freshman will 
wear Pioneer uniforms this sea­
son. Mariano said that the new­
comers will have an immediate 
impact.
“It’s a pretty talented group, 
both athletically and academi-
Sacred Heart opens a tough 
schedule this season on Wednes­
day with a 3 p.m. contest against 
Vermont. Other home games this 
year will be played against Man­
hattan, Lafayette, Hartford, Al­
bany, Gannon, and Holy Cross.
The Pioneers face Ohio State 
on March 13, at 5 p.m. at the 
University of Mary land-Baltimore 
County. Key away games this 
year are against, Boston College, 
Villanova, and Dartmouth.
Baby-sitter needed to 
watch two girls, ages 4 
and 8, in North Bridge­
port home every Tuesday 





processing mail for 
national companyl Free 
supplies, postagel No sell­
ing! Bonuses! Start imme­
diately! Genuine opportu­
nity!
Please rush Long Self- 
Addressed Stamped Enve- 
lopeto GMCO
P.O. Box 22-0740 
Hollywood, Florida 33022
Note Takers Wanted 
$200-$ 1500/class! Post 
your lecture notes on the 
Internet. Sign up on­




Panama City, Padre, 
Miami, Cancun, Jamaica, 
Bahamas, etc. Best 
hotels, prices, parties. 
Browse www.icpt.com. 
Reps earn cash, free trips 
Call Inter-Campus 800- 
327-6013
Experienced babysitter 
wanted for toddler in 
Wesport. Steady one 
day/week p^us other 
sitting as needed. Must 
have own car and refer­
ences. Call Jere 222- 
8587.




WHRT airs Pioneer sports
By Matt Duda
Sports Editor
WHRT, Sacred Heart’s stu­
dent-run radio station, broadcasts 
a wide variety of music, ranging 
from rap to reggae to metal. 
Recetly, the station began provid­
ing live play-by-play coverage of 
Sacred Heart’s men’s basketball 
team.
According to WHRT Station 
Manager Lisa Pio, the concept of 
providing live coverage to SHU
sporting events has been in the 
works for over two years.
A grant from Coca-Cola al­
lowed the station to purchase a 
remote console that transmits the 
broadcast from the game site over 
phone lines to WHRT’s studio.
Junior Mike Kuchar and se­
nior Greg Nota, both media stud­
ies majors, provided the play-by- 
play commentary for the men’s 
basketball team’s 71-69 loss at 
Southern Connecticut last on Feb. 
10. The Feb. 15 80-65 loss at New 
Hampshire College was not aired
by WHRT, but Pio said the final 
game against Stony Brook on 
Tuesday was covered on the 
station’s 91.5 FM frequency.
Nota said that the first broad­
cast went well. “It was better than 
I expected it to be,” said the senior 
from Tewksbury, Mass. “I wish 
we had done it earlier.”
Pio said that the station hopes 
to expand on its coverage. “We’re 
looking at doing some men’s and 
women’s lacrosse games in the 
spring and some baseball and soft- 
ball too,” Pio said.
Intramural All-Stars





Newhard’s buzzer-beater busts Bridgeport
By Julie Ann Nevero
Editor-in-Chief
Freshman Leslie Newhard 
sank a lay-up with no time left on 
the clock clinching an 86-84 vic­
tory over the Universiy of Bridge­
port last Wednesday night in the 
final game of Sacred Heart’s 
women’s basketball team’s 1998- 
99 season. SHU, who is ineligible 
for post season play due to the 
Division I move, finished at 15-12 
overall and 12-6 in the New En­
gland Collegiate Conference, good 
for third place.
The Lady Pioneers had 
possesion of the ball with 17 sec­
onds left on the clock and the 
score tied at 84. They had some 
trouble setting up the play and one 
pass was almost picked-off. But 
Newhard took a quick dish under 
the basket from junior Katie T oole 
and sealed the deal at the buzzer.
Newhard led the team in scor­
ing for the tenth time this season 
with 23 points. This was also the 
fifth time this season that Newhard 
scored 20 or more points in a game.
She also led in rebounds with eight. 
Newhard finished the season as 
SHU’s top point-getter averaging 
14.1 points per game.
When Newhard made the 
shot, she thought she tied the score. 
“I was trying to get under the 
basket for a rebound,” she said. “I 
was just in the right place at the 
right time.”
Newhard thinks the season 
was a success for the team and 
feels they are ready for the transi­
tion next year. “I think we could’ve 
had a few more wins, but I think 
the team played great,” she said. 
“It will be good to be able to have 
a post season next year.”
Senior captain Jessica 
Bresnahan shot .500 from behind 
the arc, sinking four of her eight 
attempts in the final game of her 
SHU career. She finished the game 
with 13 points and was fourth on 
the team in scoring this season 
averaging 11.7 points per game.
“The whole day I was think­
ing that it would be my last game 
in a Sacred Heart uniform,” said 
Bresnahan. “It didn’t really hit 
me until the game was over.
Bresnahan was happy that her 
team won the game of the season 
in such dramatic fashion. “It was 
more emotional and an awesome 
way to end,” she said.
Bresnahan agreed that the 
team could’ve won more games 
this season but wasn’t disap­
pointed. “Since we couldn’t go to 
the tournament, we wanted to do 
the best we could,” she said. “It 
wasn’t the most consistent sea­
son, but we beat some big teams 
this year.”
Bresnahan drove herself into 
the record books this season, cap­
turing the lead for all-time steals 
(214), steals in a season (75), is 
third in all-time assists (329) and 
is the tenth in scoring with 844 
career points.
Junior center Heather 
Yablonski sustained an ankle in­
jury early in the season which kept 
her out of a few games but still 
managed to average 12 points per 
game, third on the team. Yablonski 
will be looking to break the 1,000 
point mark next season.
See hoops, page 10
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Freshman Leslie Newhard’s last-second shot to edge Bridgeport
Icemen fall to 15 games below .500 after losses
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The men’s ice hockey team is 5-20-1 this season.
By Adam P. Lagnese
Staff Writer
The men’s ice hockey team 
was swept by Canisius for the 
second time this season, dropping 
their overall record to 5-20-1, 5- 
18-1 in the MAAC.
Earlier in the season, the Pio­
neers hosted two games against 
Canisius and lost 10-2 and 3-2. 
This past weekend, with both 
games at Canisius, the Pioneers 
fell 7-1 on Friday and 4-2 on Sat­
urday.
“We were not ready for the 
first game,” said sophomore Jeff 
Guarino. “Wejustdidn’thaveour 
legs.”
After the 7-1 loss, the team 
captains Neil Welch and Derek
Young brought the team together 
on Saturday morning. The meet­
ing was about being ready to go.
“Derek and I got the guys 
prepared,” said Welch, “and we 
came out better for the second 
game. We didn’t play smart at the 
beginning when we allowed four 
first period goals.”
Welch said that after the short 
lapse and being down 4-0, the 
team played with their heads and 
gave the same effort to cut the lead 
in half One of the two goals was 
scored by sophomore Eric Drake, 
who leads the team with 7 goals 
and 14 assists.
“We were definitely more 
ready to play,” said Guarino. “We 
didn’t get any breaks, and we just 
can’t finish.”
Guarino also noted that the
Women’s hockey splits two weekend
only way for the team to be suc­
cessful in the upcoming playoffs 
are to finish their scoring opportu­
nities. But the lack of scoring has 
been a problem for SHU all sea­
son long.
In this weekend’s games, the 
Pioneers were outshot by the Grif­
fins 52-20 and 39-26. That is a 
total of 91-46. Canisius had more 
shots in Friday’s game than the 
Pioneers did on the whole week­
end. In the four games against 
Canisius this season, the icemen 
were outscored 24-7.
The only positive note the 
dismal weekend brought was that 
the team became more unified. 
The team spent most of the week
See icemen, page 11
games
SHU sets a school record for wins in a season with 10-0 win vs. Bowdoin
By Jason Havelka
Staff Writer
The Sacred Heart women’s 
ice hockey team tied a school 
record for wins in a season by 
destroying Bates College 10-0 
last Sunday. The win followed a 
tough 2-1 loss to Bowdoin Col­
lege. The Pioneers are currently 
ranked fifth in the nation in Divi­
sion II.
Against Bowdoin, Sacred 
Heart goalie Kim Derleth was 
kept busy. Bowdoin outshot the
Pioneers 42-25.
Bowdoin’s leading scorer, 
Amy Steel, struck first with a goal 
3:34 into the first period, giving 
the team an edge they would not 
relenquish.
SHU senior Sarah Hanna, 
playing in one of her final games 
as a Pioneer, tied the game 12:33 
into the game. It was Hanna’s 
14th goal of the season.
Bowdoin retaliation in the 
second period proved too much 
for the Pioneers to overcome. 
Bowdoin shut out SHU the rest of 
the game.
Sacred Heart followed up 
their conference loss with their 
fourth shut out of the season and 
destroyed Bates 10-0.
Junior Lori Hendra of 
Calamut, Mich., recorded her first 
career hat trick, while Hanna 
scored four points on two goals 
and three assists in her last regular 
season home game at the Milford 
Ice Pavilion.
The Pioneers out shot Bates 
51-7, and converted one of two 
power plays in the lop-sided vic­
tory.
The Pioneers are still in con­
tention with Wesleyan for the 
leaugue title. The Pioneers tied 
Wesleyan 2-2 last Sunday at the 
Milford Ice Pavilion.
Head Coach Trina Bourget 
said that the Pioneers must stay 
focused in order to achieve their 
goal of a league title.
“We must take each game 
one at a time, each period at a 
time, not looking past any team in 
hopes to achieve a division title,” 
said Bourget.
Hanna leads the team in scor­
ing with 25 points. She has 15 
goals and 10 assists. Freshman
Kim Abrahams has recorded 22 
points on 11 goals and 11 assists.
Junior Lauren Wiggins, also 
a star on the field hockey team, is 
third in scoring with 10 goals.
Freshman goalkeeper Kim 
Derleth is the team’s saves leader. 
Derleth is spelled at times by jun­
ior Anna Alveari.
The Pioneers play back to 
back home game this weekend. 
They face Union College at 2 p.m. 
this Saturday and Hamilton at 3 
p.m. on Sunday. Both games will 
be played in the Milford Ice Pavil­
ion.
